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ABSTRACT

Vibration based damage detection in bridges is examined with the objective of defining a
relationship between substructure stiffness degradation and frequency and mode shape
modulation induced by damage. The relationship is explored through finite element modeling of
primarily an experimental representation of a three-span concrete bridge structure located at the
entrance to the main campus of The University of Mississippi in Oxford.
Equivalent beam and 3D finite element models are created of an experimental setup
incorporating levels of damage simulated using deck slab bearing pads of varying stiffness.
Eigenvalue analysis is performed to examine the change of frequencies for characteristic deck
slab deformation modes for each case of simulated damage. Results for each damage case are
compared to a reference one with no bearing pads. The variation of frequency with vertical
stiffness at mid span is then developed to quantify the sensitivity of the change of frequency to
the change of stiffness over a broad range of values.
Supplemental studies are performed including time history analysis of an impulsive
forced vibration of each experimental bridge model to estimate motion levels for characteristic
deck responses at mid span. A typical pier of the campus bridge is also modeled at full scale
dimensions using frame elements. The three-span deck system is then modeled with a lumped
spring system incorporating the effective stiffness of the piers, and the effect on the vertical deck
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frequencies is established. Distributed substructure damage is studied using this modeling
approach by considering a uniform reduction in concrete modulus for the pier elements as might
occur during long term environmental exposure. Damage is applied to a single pier as well as
both piers to examine the effect of asymmetry.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
Many bridges in the United States are in a precarious state of damage and deterioration,

as asserted by the National Highway and Safety Administration. The bridges are subjected to
damage through natural disasters of all types, aging, and uncharacteristic events such as damage
through vehicular impact. The most common damage to bridges is the damage occurring through
natural aging. Historically, most of today’s existing bridges were constructed to have a safe
usable life span of 50 years. Many bridges in the United States have been in continuous use
longer than their planned design-life, resulting in potentially dangerous instability and potential
catastrophic failure. According to the American Society of Civil Engineers, the average age of
bridges in the United States is over 40 years old (ASCE). Therefore, monitoring of bridges is
becoming more of a priority every year. Nowhere has this been more apparent than with the
collapse of the I-35 bridge in Minneapolis in 2007. This example dramatically illustrates the
consequences of unexpected bridge collapse.
Since the cost of inspecting the nation’s bridges manually is so high, the full inspection of
all the nation’s bridges is simply cost-prohibitive.

Therefore, The National Center for

Intermodal Transportation for Economic Competitiveness (NCITEC) has been granted project
funding to study non-contact inspection of bridges using laser techniques to detect vibration
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measurements of a bridge. The measurements will be entered into an algorithm, which in turn
will give the frequency and mode shapes for any particular bridge. The outputs will be used to
determine if there is any damage to the bridge and where the damage has occurred.
Accelerometers will also be used during the testing of the algorithms to compare the data. The
advantages to this approach allow bridge inspection to be done in a much shorter time frame and
with fewer workers and far less equipment.
There are two different types of experiments contributing to this research. One is
intended for application to rail inspection and the second for bridge inspection. The rail set of
experiments involves non-contact inspection and uses a mock railway track consisting of a single
10-foot rail with a substructure designed to meet International Building Code. The set of bridge
experiments involves both non-contact and accelerometer based measurements. One set of
measurements involves a model of a hypothetical three-span bridge constructed in lab space of
the National Center for Physical Acoustics (NCPA) located on the campus of the University of
Mississippi (UM). The second set involves a full-scale operational overpass located at the main
entrance to the UM campus. The bridge carries traffic on the city street, University Avenue, over
another city street, Gertrude Ford Boulevard. Both sets of experiments, the rail and bridges, will
measure the dynamic characteristics for use in identifying the structural vibrations useful in
assessing damage. Once the testing of the model bridge is complete, testing of an actual bridge
will take place. The full-scale bridge to be examined is located on the UM campus , specifically
on University Avenue and spanning across Gertrude Ford Boulevard.
This work was motivated by the need to design a model of a bridge that could be tested
under space restrictions of the university having vibration characteristics of full-scale short span
bridges encountered in practice. The finite element (FE) modeling approach offers the
2

advantages of representing the vibration characteristics of bridges at any scale and is the focus of
the work. The main objective is to design a model of a bridge that fits into the range of desired
frequencies, typically in the low frequency range of 1 to 1000 Hz depending on the mode. Of
particular importance is the predominance of the superstructure or substructure element
deformation and involvement of global system translation or rotation. Multiple model
configurations were looked at in the beginning to decide what would be the appropriate size to
use for the model of the bridge. In the beginning, a scale of 1:10 of the span length was
considered, and a SAP2000 structural analysis model was created. After considering the size of
the lab space, this original scale model was abandoned. A reevaluation of the scale model using a
1:15 ratio was considered, but there were concerns that this model would potentially not have
enough mass to generate the required frequencies. Splitting the difference, a 1:12 model was
created.
Computed frequencies were compared to the 1:15 model results for the undamaged case
to see which model would best fit both the desired frequencies and given lab space. The 1:12
model was ultimately chosen, because the fundamental frequencies that this model generated
were lower than those of the 1:15 model. The model tests were used alongside in-situ bridges to
compare the results from the frequency measurements. The gathering of such data in sufficient
quantities will allow researchers to develop baseline data to be used in real-world applications.
The motions being generated for the model will come from a weight impact to the bridge
deck. The instrument being used will be a 12 pound hammer. The measurements will record the
movement after the initial impact of the hammer. This part of the experiment will be performed
after the completion of this thesis.
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The damage in the model and the 3D FE model will be simulated using rubber bearings
in between the mid deck and support. The bearing will vary in size, the thicker the bearing, the
softer it becomes, representing more damage in the model. The localization of softening at the
bearing location is not fully realistic, because damage can come from any part of the system,
including the substructure. To investigate this effect in some detail, an analysis of a 3D FE model
of a single substructure under simulated damage was performed.
1.2

Literature Review
Visual inspection of bridges is currently the most common method for inspection, and is

also the oldest method used. This inspection technique is focused on visual inspections looking
for defects on the surface, such as corrosion, pitting, and surface cracks. The major disadvantage
to applying this method is that only the surface problems are detected because the inner parts of
the structure cannot be visually inspected. Additionally, visual inspections almost always involve
the use of expensive heavy machinery and in some cases, the blocking of major shipping
channels. Neither of these circumstances are ideal. The advantage to applying inspections using
the methods outlined in this research is that it could potentially be both quick and fairly
unobtrusive as long as the underside of the bridge is accessible. AASHTO publishes a manual for
visual inspections of highway bridges. Every year the demand increases for the ability to inspect
bridges more efficiently, which leads to the topic of structural health monitoring.
Structural health monitoring of bridges is somewhat of a new method of inspection,
although the concept has been around for years. Continual monitoring of a bridge will allow
advanced detection of any damage to the structure; thus, providing sufficient time to inspect the
damage and determine if repairs or replacements are needed. Most of the research being
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conducted in the area of structural health monitoring has only focused on a specific part of the
bridge, specifically the deck and girders. A more data-productive experiment would be to
combine monitoring the deck and girders along with monitoring the piers as well.
Shih, Thambiratnem, and Chan (Shih, Thambiratnam and Chan) studied a model of a slab
on girder setup, with only two steel girders placed 2.6 feet apart. The span length was 6.0 feet
long and the width was 4.0 feet wide. The set concentrated on detection of damage in multiple
locations along the girders and deck, but the research did not address any damage to the
substructure of the bridge.

Figure 1.2.1 Shih, Thambiratnem, and Chan Setup of Composite Slab and Girder.
The experimentation on the bridge was under free vibration. The equipment used for the test
consisted of an impact hammer, accelerometer placed on the deck and girders, and a data
acquisition system to capture the results. The results showed a very small change in the
frequency, on the order of less than 3 percent. If the substructure was damaged, this could be
significantly more. A FE model was created to compare the accuracy of the results, and give a
base line for the frequencies expected.
5

Bolton, Sikorsky, Park, Choi, Stubbs (Bolton, Sikorsky and Park) were able to obtain real
results from an actual event with an existing bridge. A modal test was performed on the Lavic
Road Bridge in California by the team of researchers listed above as part of a nondestructive
damage evaluation study. The field test was performed two weeks prior to the Hector Mine
Earthquake which caused significant damage to the bridge. The field test consisted of using five
triaxial accelerometers mounted at previously determined locations throughout the bridge. A
complete time response data set was collected under an impact force. After the event, an
unscheduled test was performed on the bridge to capture any changes in the modal characteristics
of the bridge. When comparing the results from before and after the event, it shows a dramatic
drop in the frequency, as much as 20 percent in some modes.
Xiang, Liu, and He (Xiang, Liu and He) used the modal curvature difference method
(MCDM) to identify damage in multi-box steel-concrete composite bridges. The MCDM uses
mode shapes and compares the before and after damage mode shapes in order to detect the
location of the damage in the structure. The damage locally will reduce the rigidity of the cross
section, changing the curvature in the mode shapes, so that the location and magnitude of the
damage can be evaluated. The method proved successful in determining and locating the damage
in the superstructure, although there is still the issue with not considering the structural impact of
the substructure in the model. The substructure is expected to contribute to the loss of stiffness
when there is damage to that substructure.
Scianna and Jang (Scianna and Jang) also proposed the use of modal flexibility to
identify the location and magnitude of the damage in bridges. The experiment conducted
consisted of a simply supported, single span bridge. The model setup included three steel girders
and a composite steel plate deck with cross bracing at the quarter point throughout the span and
6

like previous experiments by other researchers, there was no structural representation for the
substructure.

Figure 1.2.2 Scianna and Jang Experiment Setup
The experiment setup consisted of accelerometers and a shaker. The shaker is an eccentric mass
shaker used to represent vehicular traffic on the bridge. It was placed slightly off center from the
centerline of the roadway. There were nine different accelerometers placed on the structure, each
at a quarter of the span and along each girder. The mass size was chosen so that the shaker would
produce an acceleration of approximately 0.03g on the bridge. This is the typical acceleration of
an in-service highway bridge under normal conditions according to Scianna and Jang. The results
comparing the damaged and the un-damaged bridge, showed an increase in the natural frequency
and a decrease in the modal flexibility. They also performed a test on a full scale bridge under
different temperatures. The results from this test showed that the temperature does play a
significant role in the natural frequency and modal flexibility of the structure.
All of the previously performed experiments by other researchers that were examined and
considered prior to the experimentations outlined in this thesis have discussed frequencies in the
range of 2-10 Hz with the exception of Scianna and Jang. This confirms the targeted range of 410 Hz assumed in the objectives of this project, since their research most closely aligns itself
7

with the research performed and reported upon in this thesis. The forthcoming research that will
be performed as a continuation of this experiment will consider damage to the substructure as
well as to the deck. The substructure is expected to play a significant role in the overall
frequency of the structure and the mode shapes. Such a larger experiment model would also
more accurately represent an actual in-service highway bridge which will become infinitely more
useful for future researchers, planners, engineers, and inspectors.
Work using FE models and modal analysis has been done by other students at the
University of Mississippi as well. This works includes modeling of the bridge on University
Avenue and I-55 Goodman road. These models were created using a program called ABAQUS.
The model of the bridge on University Avenue was done with a continuous deck where actually
the deck is not continuous but instead has three separate simply supported decks with expansion
joints between them (Swann, Mullen and Hackett) (Gopalakrishnan). Other FE modeling work
was done by Mamun Miah and myself, included modeling of intermediate bent on bridges that
cross the Coldwater River on I-55, US-51, and US-78 (Mullen).
1.3

Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are threefold:1) establish a relationship between the

frequency and stiffness for a model bridge with various states of damage focusing on a model
bridge being tested extensively at UM.2) examine the effects of symmetric and asymmetric
damage on response of a model bridge to low level impact as might be performed during an
inspection procedure3) quantify effects of hypothetical symmetric and asymmetric substructure
damage on an actual bridge and how the damage affects the superstructure (deck) vibrations.
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1.4

Scope of Work
The following chapters describe the model bridge specimen and the FE model along with

the analysis of the model bridge using commercial software. The second chapter addresses the
first objective and describes the dimensions of the specimen, the beam model to verify the 3D
model, and the 3D model of the specimen. This chapter also includes the modal analysis and
results of each case comparing the frequencies to the stiffness of each case. The stiffness comes
from different amounts of damage introduced to the system in the form of a rubber bearing.
Chapter 3 addresses the second objective and provides possible motions associated with
impulsive forced vibrations using the 3D model developed in Chapter 2. The impulsive force
comes from a hammer impact to the center of the mid span deck. Each of the cases will be
impacted the same and the results will be analyzed. Chapter 4 addresses the third objective and
represents the application of previous analysis to an operational bridge. This work investigates
damage to the substructure and the possible effects to the frequencies and mode shapes of the
superstructure. The bridge is located on the campus of the University of Mississippi on
University Avenue. Damage scenarios will include damage to one of the piers and damage to
both of the mid span support piers. Chapter 5 contains the conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE MODEL BRIDGE
2.1

Description of Model Bridge Specimens
After discussing and modeling a single case for each of the 1:10, 1:15, and 1:12 scale

cases, a decision was made to proceed with the FE modeling using the 1:12 scale bridge
specimens. Note that the word scale is used loosely here. The specimens are not fully scaled in
all dimensions, especially the thicknesses, for reasons of safety of the student investigators; nor
is the concrete material, cement and aggregate size, scaled for simplicity. A true scale model was
not considered necessary by the project investigators for the purpose of the project nor is it
considered important to the findings of this work. The model is nonetheless based in many
respects on the bridge at the east entrance of the UM campus carrying traffic from University
Avenue to capture some level of realism. An “as built” drawing provided by UM staff can be
seen in Appendix A. Note that the UM bridge has a concrete deck made composite with steel
girders below.
The 1:12 scale bridge specimens have thus been designed and constructed as shown in
figures 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3. As shown in figure 2.1.1, the main span is 5.0 feet with two end
spans of 4.0 feet. The decks are 0.5 feet thick and 3.5 feet wide and will be supported by
reinforced concrete pier walls. The end supports are 0.5 feet thick, 2.0 feet tall and 3.5 feet wide.
The mid-supports are 0.667 feet thick, 2.0 feet tall, and 3.5 feet wide, and also have a base
footing of 1.0 foot thick, 2.0 feet long, and 3.5 feet wide. The end supports were originally to be
11

placed in a wooden box with dimensions of 1.5 feet long, 4.0 feet wide, and 3.0 feet high and soil
will be placed around the end supports within the box. This is to represent the end conditions of
the bridge.

Figure 2.1.1 AutoCAD Rendering and Dimensions of the Model

Figure 2.1.2 Bearing Location on Bridge Specimen
11

Figure 2.1.3 The Constructed Model Specimen and Operational UM East Gate Bridge
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The bearings that will be used in the experiment and incorporated into the SAP2000
modeling are constructed of a specialized type of rubber product called Buna-N. The thickness
will either be ½ inch or ¼ inch. The bearing type was chosen because it was available from an
industrial supplier for a reasonable price. Samples were also available before purchasing. Table
2.1.1 provides estimated properties of the bearings assuming a 2 in x 2 in pad. The vertical
stiffness (K) and Young’s elastic modulus (E) indicate an extremely soft material in comparison
to the concrete. The vertical stiffness is based on direct bearing deformation of the pad only
which is presumed to involve uniform strain, i.e. K=EA/L (Gere).

Table 2.1.1 Rubber Bearing Pad Properties

Thickness

Buna-N
K(lb/in)

E(psi)

1/2

1959

244.9

1/4

4444

291.1

1/8

10000

308.8

Notes:
1. The E values for the 1/8 in and ¼ in thicknesses are estimated from deflection measurements
made by the author on samples received from a vendor. The E value for the ½ in thickness is
estimated from data from the manufacturer, and the stiffness is estimated from the E value.
2. The bearing material properties are much less than that of concrete which is on the order of
3600000 psi.

The bearings will be placed only under the middle slab, since it is the one of most
concern. Four cases will use the bearings. The base case without any bearings is designated as
“Case 1.” Case two will use ½ thick rubber bearing pads placed on either side of the mid-span,
and case three will use ¼ inch thick bearing pads. Cases four and five will use ½ and ¼ inch
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thick bearing pads placed on one side of the mid span and no pads on the opposite side. The set
of cases thus will provide a total of four damage states, two symmetric and two asymmetric, for
comparison with the base case as summarized in Table 2.1.2
Table 2.1.2 FE Model Cases
Bearing Layout
Cases
Symmetric

Asymmetric

Rigid – Rigid
1

(Base Case)

2.2

2

½” – ½”

-

3

¼” – ¼”

-

4

-

Rigid – ½”

5

-

Rigid – ¼”

Beam Model Validation
To validate the result from the FE model, a 2D beam model was created in the

commercial software, SAP2000 (Computers and Structures, Inc.).

Using beam theory, the

results were validated for the undamaged case on the deck bending mode only. The model is
based on the idealization of a simply supported beam shown in Figure 2.2.1, and includes pinroller restraints and frame elements representing the deck slab. The frame elements have the
same material and section properties (i.e. same width and thickness) as the shell elements used
for to the deck in the 3D FE model.
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Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, sometimes called engineering beam theory, simplifies the
analysis of the beam to its neutral axis (in this case, the deck mid-line) and assumes all points on
the cross-section rotate uniformly about the neutral axis during flexure, i.e. plane sections remain
plane (Gere).

Midline

Figure 2.2.1 Simply Supported Beam Idealization

From this theory, the stiffness and mass matrices are formed, and the frequencies and mode
shapes can be estimated (Clough and Penzien):

Equation of Motion (Matrix Form)
Eigenvalue Problem (Standard Form)
where

E= Young’s modulus of elasticity
I = second moment of area
L= span length
m= mass per unit length

15

The eigenvalue problem stated above is solved to obtain frequency and mode shape pairs. In
general purpose FE software, the user typically selects a limited number of pairs to evaluate.
Validation was performed with respect to simple beam-vibration theoryFor the case
considered here, the fundamental circular natural frequency is given as (Clough and Penzien),

Then an FE beam model was created consisting of multiple frame elements as shown in
Figure 2.2.2. The number of nodes and elements needed to adequately capture the fundamental
frequency and mode shape was determined by trial and error. Material properties and dimensions
of the model correspond to that of the mid span deck. The beam supports are located at the
centroids of the rubber bearing pads leaving a slight overhang in the model.

Figure 2.2.2 Beam Model
Finally, a detailed 3D FE model was created for Case 1. The details of this model will be
discussed in the next section.
Table 2.2.1 shows the results of the validation calculations. The FE results are within less
than 1 percent of the theory. This confirms that the base case was modeled to a reasonably
acceptable accuracy.
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Table 2.2.1 Validation of the FE Model
Mid Span Bending

2.3

Model

Mode Number

Frequency(Hz)

Relative Error (%)

Beam Theory
FE Beam Model
FE Case 1(Base Case)

1
1
14

109.90
109.67
109.21

0.21
0.62

3D FE Modeling Approach
A 3D FE model was developed using shell, frame and solid elements available in the

commercial software. According to the FE software user’s manual, a shell element is a three or
four node area, with a flat surface, used in modeling the bending behavior of a membrane and a
plate. Shells are useful for modeling a floor structure, wall, bridge decks, etc. Shell elements
were thus used to represent all the concrete elements including deck slabs, pier walls, and
footings. The mesh layout for each of the bridge sections can be seen in Appendix B. The
manual suggests that frame objects be used in the modeling of beams, columns, braces, and truss
elements. The elements of each structure type are each straight lines connecting a node on each
end. Frame elements were used to represent the rubber bearing pads and the outside frame of the
wooden box. Solid elements are eight node objects useful in modeling bulky 3D structural
components. Each element consists of a hexahedral shape with a joint in each corner, giving it
eight nodes. The soil in each of the end boxes is represented using solid elements. The somewhat
irregular looking 3D mesh for the soil was automatically generated by the software.
The bearing pads will be placed on top of each pier wall. As outlined in Table 2.1.2, there
will be multiple bearing pads, each with a different thickness and resulting stiffness. As shown in
Table 2.1.1, the rubber bearing pads become softer as their thickness increases.
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The reinforced concrete deck slabs chosen were to be 0.5 feet thick because of a concern
that if they were any thinner as a result of scaling, the mass would not be large enough to
generate the target frequencies during the course of the experiment.. Also, the 0.5 feet thickness
will allow ample room for steel reinforcement on the top and bottom of each deck slab, thus
dissipating the effects of thermal reaction and lending a certain amount of bending capability for
the model through the use of tension reinforcement. The reinforcement will be three bars of #3
rebar on the bottom. The slabs are over designed in relation to building code provisions, but
minimal reinforcement was chosen as a precautionary measure to address safety issues for the
personnel during construction and operation of the experiments.

Specifically, during the

experiment, the researchers will be working under the decks installing equipment. Screen
captures of section property data are shown on the left side of Figure 2.3.2.
Properties of the concrete used for the deck slabs and pier walls were estimated based on
an assumed unconfined compressive strength of 4000 pounds per square inch (576,000 pounds
per square foot). Normal weight concrete was assumed with a unit weight of 150 pounds per
cubic feet. Screen captures of the material property data are shown on the right side of Figure
2.3.2.
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Figure 2.3.2 Section and Material Property Data of the Deck Slabs and Pier Walls

There will be a separate bearing pad for each end of the main span desk slab. This is so
that during the experiment, bearing pads may be exchanged to accomplish different degrees of
stiffness on each end of the slabs. Modeling the load transfer from the deck slabs on adjacent
spans to the bearing pad and then to the pier wall (see Figure 2.1.2.) proved challenging. A
solution consistent with the use of shell elements for the slabs and wall was to connect the
bearing pad frame elements to a rigid element as shown in Figure 2.3.3. The deck slabs in
adjacent spans are thereby allowed to deflect independently at their ends while still transferring
load to the top of the wall. The horizontal frame element representing the top face of the wall is
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given properties that make it essentially rigid and enable rotation of the top of the support walls
and interaction of the various components

Figure 2.3.3 Typical Mid Support Bearing Layout
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2.4

3D FE Model Results
The 3D FE models were constructed to analyze each of the model bridge specimen cases

summarized in Table 2.1.2. Modal solutions were computed for each case and the mode shapes
displayed to identify global deformation patterns. Some were found to involve bending and
torsion of the wall elements. In the damage cases, other shapes were found involve stretching or
shearing of the bearings with corresponding rigid body movement of the deck or deformation of
the walls. Mode shape configurations for these cases are visible in screen captures provided in
Appendix C. A list of these cases is provided in Table 2.4.1
Table 2.4.1 Characteristic Mode Shapes for the 3D FE Models
Model
Case 1
Case 1
Case 1
Case 2
Case 2
Case 3
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

Mode Number
14
7
10
10
7
10
7
1
2

Frequency
109.21
28.18
43.99
29.71
0.22
40.81
0.31
40.11
48.52

Description
Mid Span Bending
Mid Span Torsion
Mid Pier Wall Bending
Mid Span Bending
Mid Span Torsion
Mid Span Bending
Mid Span Torsion
Mid Span Bending
Mid Span Bending

Variations of this model were created, each having the same concrete, soil, and wood
properties and dimensions as the base model but with bearing pad material properties and
arrangements specified in Table 2.1.2. A typical bearing configuration can be seen in Figure
2.3.1. The base line model (Case 1- No Damage) was first used to determine if the 1:12 model
would yield the target frequencies for the experiment. A 1:15 model was examined in the
beginning, but the deck was determined to not have sufficient mass to produce the frequencies in
the desired range for the experiment.
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The experiment not only examines the frequencies of the structure, but also the different
modes. Each mode corresponds to a given frequency for that structure. To assess the damage in
the structure, frequencies from the comparable mode shape in each different case will be
compared. The comparison will show a change in the frequency corresponding to the simulated
damage. The location of the damage can be determined by comparing the motion associated
with a particular mode to the comparable one for the undamaged case.
The results from the analysis of the 5 different cases are summarized in Table 2.4.2. Case
1 with Rigid E is the base model representing direct load transfer from deck slab to pier wall and
no damage. Comparison of damage case results with those of the base case show, as expected,
that the natural frequency for the mid span vertical bending mode does indeed get lower when
there is softening/damage in the supports (bearing pads). Results are only listed for the mid-span
bending because the experiments will focus on the main span.
Results for cases in Table 2.4.1 were compiled by viewing each mode computed by the
software and matching the mode shape to the base case. Because many modes do not relate to the
mid span vertical bending, the mode numbers do not match. Other characteristic mode shapes
involving deformation of the mid span deck and pier walls include mid-span deck torsion around
the longitudinal axis of the model bridge and isolated mid pier wall bending.
The pier wall bending mode can only be seen in the base case because in the other cases,
the bearings govern the mode shapes. The deck torsion can be seen in all of the cases except the
two with the mid-span deck rigidly connected to one side and a bearing on the other.
To better understand the trend of the frequencies from the 3D FE model, four
supplemental cases were run to fill in the very large gap in bearing E values between Case 1
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(rigid E) and Cases 2 and 3 (very soft E). The supplemental cases incorporate E values of:
650,000; 500,000; 250,000; 100,000 psf. Using the E values effective vertical stiffness at mid
span, keff , was then estimated by calculating the entire force over the mid span supports
associated with the self weight divided by the displacement at mid-span.
Table 2.4.2 provides the frequency results from the supplemental cases as well as the
corresponding E and keff values. The complete set of results has been plotted in Figure 2.4.1
establishing a relationship between frequency of the 3D FE model and its effective vertical
stiffness. The trend of the graph is seen to be approximately linear over the range considered, the
slope of which quantifies the frequency drop associated with an incremental increase in damage
(drop in vertical stiffness) incurred by the substructure. This slope could be used to establish
measurement sensitivity requirement for detecting substructure damage levels should the results
be extendable beyond the experimental model considered here.

Table 2.4.2 Results from 3D FE Modal Analysis
Case
1

Mid span Bending
E (psf)
k eff (k/in)

3D frequency (Hz)

rigid

39034

109.21

650000
500000

28078
25303

86.11
81.49

250000
100000

18813
9547

67.15
47.40

3

70236

7204

40.81

2

35262

3934

29.71

Supplemental
cases
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Figure 2.4.1 Frequency vs. Vertical Stiffness Trend
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CHAPTER III
MOTION CONSIDERATION UNDER IMPULSIVE FORCED VIBRATION
3.1

Hammer Identification
At the time of writing the model bridge tests have not been performed. Therefore, the

exact nature of the impulsive force used to initiate the vibration response is unknown. To obtain
some idea of the motions that will be generated the following experiment was performed.
For the forced vibration modeling a hammer impact case was utilized. The hammer
impact time history was created using an impact hammer, see figure 3.1.1, and hitting the
hammer, recording the impact. The recording gives a plot of time vs. voltage, after which the
voltage can be converted to force using the product specifications provided with the hammer
device. The conversion of voltage to force is given as 1 mV/lb in this experiment; this can be
seen in Appendix D. The hammer output trace can be seen in Figure 3.1.1. The converted max
impact force comes out to be 2250 lbf.
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3.2

Modeling and Loading of the Bridge
The FE model used for the hammer impact cases is the same 3D model from the

previous chapter. The only thing changing in the model in this chapter is the addition of a
hammer impact to the mid-span deck. The time history of the impact was then entered into the
FE models of the model bridge in the commercial software.

The load was applied as a

concentrated force placed at the center of the mid-span deck for maximum excitation. The
typical loading and model can be seen in Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2, respectively. There are
five different cases of the hammer impact. The cases correspond to the same cases mentioned in
Table 2.1.2. The hammer impact is from the top side of the bridge and is centered on the mid
span slab.

Figure 3.2.1 Time History of the Hammer Impact
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3.3

Forced Vibration Analysis and Results
The Linear Direct Integration History analysis was performed using the commercial

software. Sample load case data is provided in Figure 3.3.1. Sample output time history plots for
undamaged (Case 1) and a damaged case (Case 2) are shown in Figure 3.3.2. The results for the
forced vibration cases are based on a frequency independent damping of 5 percent of critical.

Figure 3.3.1Response Analysis Control Parameters
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Figure 3.3.2 Time History Responses: Top - Case 1, Bottom - Case 2
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The plots show that for the undamaged case the response has little or no dynamic
amplification, resulting in a single pseudo static response pulse followed by a brief high
frequency noise. The damaged case plot has significant dynamic amplification, and there is
superimposed vibration associated with one of the low frequency system modes, possibly the
bearing.
The peak displacements for the cases run are shown in Table 3.3.1 in order of increasing
response. Each case uses the same model as the corresponding case in Table 2.1.2. The results
show that when damage is introduced to the structure, the peak displacement is smaller than for
the undamaged structure case acting as a form of damping. In this context, asymmetric damage
provides more damping and lower peak displacement than symmetric damage.
Table 3.3.1 Results for Forced Vibrations
Displacement (ft)
Time (sec)

Case 1
0.0002804
0.017

Case 5
0.0009466
0.018
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Case 4
0.0005911
0.016

Case 3
0.001519
0.019

Case 2
0.002954
0.023

CHAPTER IV
SUBSTRUCTURE DAMAGE CONSIDERATIONS FOR A TYPICAL PIER
4.1

3D FE Pier Model
The FE model of the selected pier dimensions and the properties come from the

operational bridge at the East Gate entrance to

the UM campus which carries traffic on

University Avenue over what is now Gertrude Ford BoulevardG. The design drawings for the
bridge are provided in Appendix A and indicate the bridge was constructed in 1940 and carries
four lanes of traffic. Relevant details of the pier are found in Section A-A on Sheet 3 of 5 of the
drawings.
A simple frame element model has been constructed in the same commercial software as
the previous models and consists of four columns, a cap beam, and a base which is fixed. Each
member section has been assigned the the same concrete material data as in the 3D FE model of
the experimental bridge as shown in the left side of Figure 4.1.1. Steel reinforcement data have
also been included based on the drawings (right side of Figure 4.1.1), because the software
includes it in the calculation of section properties and element stiffness.
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Figure 4.1.1 Material Property and Reinforcement Data for each element in the Pier
Two different pier models were created. One is the base case which has no damage to the
structure, and the second one is a damaged case. The damage to the structure was assumed to be
in the columns. The columns for the second case are assumed to have a reduced section
representing possible damage from the uniform loss of concrete as might occur in the event of
long term environmental exposure. The typical pier model is shown in figure 4.1.2.A. The
operating structure is shown in Figure 4.1.2.B. A set of detailed drawings are located in
Appendix A.
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Figure 4.1.2.A Typical Pier Model

Figure 4.1.2.B Actual Bridge Pier
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Complementing the pier model is a beam model which was created using the analysis of
the beam model which provided spring/stiffness data for the model. The beam model is a simple
three span continuous beam using frame elements the same as analyzed earlier. The difference is
that this beam model represents the actual deck and girder structure of the real bridge. The
properties used for this model are of those of the real bridge. The real bridge has a composite
steel girder and concrete deck so an effective Moment of Inertia (I) was calculated for the steel
concrete composite deck. This calculation can be seen in Appendix E. Once the effective
Moment of Inertia (I) was calculated for a general frame section property which was created in
SAP2000 so that the effective Moment of Inertia could be entered directly into the program. By
doing this, the composite deck can be modeled using a single element enabling the deck to be
modeled as a beam. The SAP2000 model can be seen below in Figure 4.1.3. The spring detail is
also shown. The springs in the model represent the stiffness of the pier. These spring values
come from the analysis of the pier model. The values of the springs will vary indicating damage
to the substructure and/or the pier.

Figure 4.1.3 3 Span Beam Model
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4.2

Substructure Results
The first case of the substructure analyzed computationally was the base case to see how

the undamaged structure would perform. The second case analysis is to see the damage in the
structure and how it would perform. An analysis of the structure was performed with the rebar
within the concrete minimized in the structure but the modal analysis results yielded the same as
the results for the undamaged case.
A comparison of the results from the pier model can be seen in Table 4.2.1. The results in
this table were input into the three span beam model developed in SAP2000 as spring constants
in their given direction. The results show that the minimal loss of concrete to the structure does
change the stiffness of the structure significantly, as predicted.
Table 4.2.1 Results of the Pier Model Analysis

X Direction
Y Direction
Z Direction

Undamaged Structure
Stiffness (lb/ft)
140.84
37.313
21630

Damaged Structure
Stiffness (lb/ft)
97.087
32.894
19033

Relative Difference
(%)
31.06
11.84
12.01

After the pier models analysis was finished, the computed stiffness values were input into
the three span beam model representing the entire deck structure. The springs were put in place
of the support for the beam. The springs represent the stiffness of the piers that make up the
substructure of the bridge in order to account for soil and substrate stiffness. The results listed in
Table 4.2.2 shows that the structure with the most damage has a lower frequency than the
undamaged cases as expected. The largest change is in the fundamental mode, involving the
entire deck mass moving up and down.
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Table 4.2.2 Results from the Modal Analysis of Three Span Beam Model

Undamaged Structure
Mode

Symmetric Damaged Structure

Period

Frequency

Period

Frequency

Sec

Cyc/sec

Sec

Cyc/sec

1

10.846521

0.092195

13.06413

0.076545

2

0.943237

1.0602

0.999235

1.0008

3

0.680987

1.4685

0.723115

1.3829

4

0.394041

2.5378

0.405616

2.4654

5

0.195288

5.1206

0.197024

5.0755

6

0.109098

9.1661

0.109303

9.1489

7

0.066938

14.939

0.066982

14.929

8

0.060222

16.605

0.060222

16.605

9

0.060222

16.605

0.060222

16.605

10

0.04692

21.313

0.046938

21.305

11

0.035243

28.375

0.035247

28.371

12

0.02923

34.211

0.02923

34.211
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Asymmetric Damaged Structure
Period

Frequency

Sec

Cyc/sec

12.385069

0.080742

0.977814

1.0227

0.718998

1.3908

0.405407

2.4667

0.196794

5.0815

0.109294

9.1496

0.066979

14.93

0.060222

16.605

0.060222

16.605

0.046935

21.306

0.035247

28.371

0.02923

34.211

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
5.1

Conclusions
The conclusions will be organized by the modal analysis of simulated damage in the

experimental specimen, impulse forced vibrations of the specimen, and substructure damage for
the typical pier in the operational UM bridge.
The model bridge testing involved an undamaged base case, two symmetric and two
asymmetric damaged cases. Damage in the substructure has been simulated using rubber bearing
pads of different thicknesses. To investigate the mode shapes and frequencies two type models
were created, a beam FE model and a 3D FE model. The beam FE model of the undamaged case
confirmed the elementary beam theory result identifying a beam bending mode in the target
range of frequencies. The 3D FE model results matched the mode and frequency from the FE
beam model.
The 3D FE model identified additional modes and their corresponding frequencies
including effects of deck torsion and rigid body deformation of the deck. Additionally, modes
involving global response and interaction of the deck and substructure elements were identified
that are not possible to visualize with a beam model. The additional modes that the FE beam
model does not have also have frequencies within the desired range. For the bending
fundamental mode, the frequency change from the base case is at least 50 percent or greater. For
40

the symmetric damage cases, the frequency drops 10 Hz from the asymmetric case.
Supplemental damage cases were run which establish a near linear relationship between
frequency and effective vertical mid span stiffness in the range of conditions considered in the
experimental testing.
The impulse forced vibration identified that Case 1 has little or no dynamic amplification.
This is due to the high fundamental frequency of the system relative to the dominant frequency
of the pulse. The damaged case however have has significant dynamic amplification. This is
possibly due to the lower frequency associated with the damage being introduced to the system.
A very limited analysis of the effects of substructure damage was considered. Damage
was represented by a uniform reduction in section sizes of concrete columns of a typical pier of a
nearby bridge that has been operational since 1940. The associated pier stiffness reduction
mostly significantly changed the fundamental (vertical) mode of the deck/substructure system
approximated using a continuous beam model having spring constants reflecting the pier
stiffnesses. For the damage scenario considered, vertical mode frequency reductions in the range
of 10-20 percent were observed.

5.2

Recommendations
The scope of work here has been closely linked to aspects of a model bridge experimental

program and thus somewhat constrained by them. To be more general to operational systems, a
more extensive investigation of realistic damage and its effects on frequencies and modal
characteristics of these systems should be performed.
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Once the experiments on the model bridge have been completed, findings of this study
should be revaluated in term of the measured responses.
For a typical bridge, the individual contributions to the substructure components to
characteristic stiffnesses and modal properties should be identified when planning a vibration
based inspection and monitoring program.
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Appendix A

East Gate Bridge Design Drawings
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Appendix B

Element and Mesh Details for Bridge FE Model
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Center Span Deck Mesh Layout
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Left End Deck Mesh Layout
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Right Side Deck Mesh Layout
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Appendix C

Modal Analysis Results for 1:12 Bridge FE Model
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Figure Case 1 Mid Span Bending Frequency (109.21)
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Figure Case 1 Mid Span Torsion Frequency (28.18)
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Figure Case 1 Mid Span Supports Bending Frequency (43.9)
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Figure Case 3 Mid Span Bending Frequency (40.81)
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Figure Case 3 Mid Span Torsion Frequency (0.31)
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Figure Case 2 Mid Span Bending Frequency (29.71)
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Figure Case 2 Mid Span Torsion Frequency (0.22)

68

Figure Case 4 Mid Span Bending Frequency (48.52)
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Figure Case 5 Mid Span Bending Frequency (40.11)
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Beam Bending Results
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Appendix D

Pulse Characteristics for Hammer Strike Time History
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Appendix E

East Gate Bridge Deck Member Property Calculations
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